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INNOVATING FOR
MORE THAN 100 YEARS.

At CGC, our mission is to never stop building. 
From walls and ceilings to fl oors and exteriors, 

we will continue to deliver the products, 
innovation, service and support we have for 

more than a century.

Find out more by visiting cgcinc.com
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TIM URQUHART

Welcome to the premiere  
issue of Slegg Building 
Materials contractor magazine. 
The professional contractors who depend 
on us know that Slegg Building Materials 
has been at the very heart of the island 
building community for more than 70 
years—Canadian-owned and Island 
run. You can count on us to keep on 
delivering great products and service, 
and we’re making investments to make 
Slegg even better.

Our customers know that Slegg 
Building Materials has the expertise, 
inventory and equipment to meet all 
their lumber and building material 
needs, big or small. Pros know that 
they can send their renovation clients 
to us with confidence, knowing we will 
help them choose the right products 
for their home. Our experienced sales 
team understand construction, and our 
customers know they can count on us to 
connect them with the trades support 
they need to complete any project.

The Slegg team works hard to ensure 
that our prices stay competitive, 
regardless of changing market 
conditions. Volume buying allows us to 
stay out in front of market shocks, and 
our customers expect us to have the 
materials they need in stock, even when 
market shortages threaten supplies. 
We carry a range of exclusive in-stock 
product lines, from our I-Joist systems 
to exterior stucco in a variety of colours. 
But even if a product line is not exclusive 
to Slegg, our selection is far broader  
and deeper than any other company  

on the island because of our buying  
power, storage capacity, and sheer  
sales volume.

While our long-time customers are 
already used to great products and 
service, we’ve made some recent 
investments designed to expand inventory 
and improve the in-store experience. 
These include adding updated store 
fixtures and signage, improved warehouse 
racking and lumber storage systems, more 
material handling equipment and training 
programs for staff. Our largest investment 
to date has been in our completely 
revamped custom Door Shop. 

This updated facility features state-
of-the-art equipment and processes, 
ensuring higher quality, precisely 
measured doors for all kinds  
of applications.

Slegg Building Materials has been 
providing exceptional products and 
services for its pro customers on 
Vancouver Island for many years. And 
thanks to the recent improvements we’ve 
made, which we’ll talk about in detail in 
this publication, Slegg will continue to 
be a driving force in the Island building 
community for many years to come.  

AN ISLAND 
INSTITUTION

Tim Urquhart
PRESIDENT
Slegg Building Materials 

 250.661.7675
 T.Urquhart@slegg.com

“”The Slegg team 
works hard to 
ensure that 
our prices stay 
competitive, 
regardless of 
changing market 
conditions.
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then&
NOW 

THIS IS

Metrie’s Then & Now Finishing Collections™  
offer coordinated trim and interior doors  
to suit a wide range of decor styles that  

help take the guesswork out of selecting  
interior finishings.

Each Collection is inspired by different  
architectural styles and are designed  

to complement the most current  
decorating styles and trends.

ME T R I E . C OM

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR  

THEN & NOW FINISHING COLLECTIONS™

FINISHING COLLECTION

7

3

8

1

4 2

Profile has been 
flipped to create a 
stunning build-up!

1 CFF2W2PMD
MDF  |  CROWN
1 1/4" x 7 1/8"

CFF2B2PMD
MDF  |  BASEBOARD 
3/4" x 7 1/4"

6

CFF2A1PMD
MDF  |  ARCHITRAVE
1 1/2" x 3 1/2"

2 CFF2L1PMD
MDF  |  CHAIR RAIL
3/4" x 4"

7

CFFROSPOP
POPLAR  |  IKON™

4" x 4"

8

9 FASHION  
FORWARD
SOLID DOOR

CFF2C2PMD
MDF  |  CASING
1" x 4 1/4"

5

CFF2P1PMD
MDF  |  PANEL MOULD
1/2" x 1 1/8"

4

3 CFF2B1PMD
MDF  |  BASEBOARD
3/4" x 5 1/2"

The smaller baseboard was inverted and 
applied to the wall just below the crown 
to make the room appear taller.

6

6 
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WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED
INSIDE AND OUT

As Canada’s #1 manufacturer of paints, stains and sealants, PPG 
offers you an unbeatable selection of brands, a broad range of 
products, and industry-leading innovation.
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Inspiring Homeowners
One Deck at a Time! 

LOCKING PICKETS TEMPERED GLASS LED LIGHTING

Crystal Rail with LED LightingNAHB Best of IBS Winner for 
“Most Innovative Building Product”
                               -International Builders Show

more ideas at regalideas.com
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Why you should choose 
Milgard Windows & Doors
■ Style: Choose a window that  is a reflection of you.
■ Quality & Innovation: Our windows and doors stand up while standing out.
■ Energy Efficiency: With Milgard, the future looks bright.
■ Security: Peace of mind for you and your family.
■ Community: Because our home is near yours.
■ Full Lifetime Warranty: We’re with you every step of the way.
■ Complete Product Lines: Vinyl, Wood, Fiberglass and Aluminum.

Create an impressive entrance to your home 
with beautiful, high-quality patio doors from 
Milgard in your choice of styles and frames.

All our patio door products feature a wide range 
of colors, glass and hardware options so you 
can customize them to suit your taste and your 
home’s architectural style.

8 0 0 . M I L G A R D 
m i l g a r d . c a

Milgard®  
Patio Doors
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ACHIEVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
CODE AND BEYOND WITH OWENS CORNING®

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE
WALL
FEATURING THE  
INNOVATIVE CODEBORD®   
AIR BARRIER SYSTEM

Jim Caruk’s 
PRO TIP:

“The Ultimate  
High Performance  
Wall System”

Master Contractor, 
HGTV Host and 
Editor-in-Chief of 
Renovation Contractor
Magazine

FoamSealRTM   
Sill Gasket

FlashSealR® 
Flashing Tape

FOAMULAR® CodeBord® XPS
Insulating Sheathing with Taped 

Joints (JointSealR™ Tape)

EcoTouch® PINK®  
FIBERGLAS® Insulation 

(R20/22/24)

A total heat, air, and moisture 
management system for high
performance envelopes.

THE PINK PANTHER™ & © 1964-2017 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved. The colour PINK is a registered trademark  
of Owens Corning. © 2017 Owens Corning. All Rights Reserved. 73% recycled content is based on the average recycled glass content in all  
Owens Corning fiberglass batts, rolls and unbonded loosefill insulation manufactured in Canada. Minimum 20% recycled content. SCS certified.

CODEBORD®
AIR BARRIER SYSTEM

HIGH PERFORMANCE

1-800-GET-PINK® or visit owenscorning.ca
12
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DOUG SKREPNEK

It has been three years since 
WSB Titan acquired Slegg 
Building Materials. Since then we’ve 
built on Slegg’s 70-year legacy to bring 
you a larger, stronger supplier base with 
a broader assortment of quality products. 
We’ve backed those products with a 
team of people 600 strong, all eager to 
serve you and to deliver on the Slegg 
commitment to the highest standard  
of products, service and sales.

Our commitment to our Professional 
Contractor customers will not waver 
as we move through the years ahead. 
This product catalogue is our way of 
reinforcing that message. 

Slegg will be here to help you succeed 
with your customer by offering and 
stocking a wide array of products 
geared to meeting your building material 
requirements for any project—large or 
small, residential or commercial. 

We have the technical competence 
to support everything we sell, either 
through a supplier representative or 

through one of our own experienced  
staff members. And we will make sure 
you never build anything without being 
aware of all your options. 

As you browse through this catalogue 
you’ll recognize many of the brand names 
of our suppliers and their products, 
names you’ll readily associate with 
excellence, innovation and leadership. 
While our product offering is diverse,  
and our suppliers equally distinctive  
in what they bring to the marketplace, 
one characteristic common to each  
and every one is a promise to help us 
deliver products that help you stand  
out proudly to your customer. We hope 
Slegg Building Materials stands out to 
you in the same way. 

Thank you for your business.  

A PARTNER YOU 
CAN COUNT ON

Doug Skrepnek
CEO
WSB Titan

 905.669.1898
 doug@wsbtitan.com

“”Our commitment 
to our customers 
will not waver as we 
move through the 
years ahead. This 
catalogue is our 
way of reinforcing 
that message.
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3M™ Disposable Respirator 
with Cool Flow™ Valve — 8511

3M™ Respirator with Cool Flow™ Valve 
— Paint Project Quick Latch 6502QL

3M™ Securefit™ Eyewear — SF400

3M, SecureFit and Cool Flow are trademarks of 3M. Used under license in Canada.  © 2017, 3M. All rights reserved.   BA-17-24485    170809578 E

3M ™ pro safety products are designed for 
pros,  built for real-world performance, 
and engineered for comfort that lasts.

AVAILABLE NOW. VISIT YOUR LOCAL Slegg Building Materials LOCATION.

POWER 
 THROUGH A 
10-HOUR WORK DAY

3M™ Disposable Respirator 

16
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OLD DOG 
NEW TRICKS

Even after 
70 years in 

business, 
there’s a lot 

you may not 
know about 

Slegg Building 
Materials

Slegg has invested 
significantly in improving 
its inventory and customer 
service. And it’s just the start. 
After all, everything begins with a plan. 
Slegg’s plan was to always try and provide 
the best building materials on time and for 
the right price to contractors Island-wide, 
something it takes to heart to this day. 
Slegg realized over the years that there’s 
always room to improve, so the company 
took a second look at the in-store 
experience and expanded its product lines 
to have what contractors want. Just like a 
Lego set that comes together bit by bit, 
these are the building blocks that have 
forged a strong connection to the Island 
construction community and the loyal 
contractors Slegg serves to this day.

First, Slegg looked at how fast 
its contractor customers found the 
products and services they needed. 
Thanks to an ongoing customer-service-
focused initiative, Slegg can now collect 
feedback via surveys, focus groups and 
jobsite visits. 

In turn, this information was used 
to improve product selection, control 
inventory and expansion in various areas 
of the business. 

Think of it like, you help Slegg to better 
help you. 

Thing is, it works. One recent 
change at Slegg is a direct result 
of contractor feedback, such as 
improving department and directional 
aisle signage at each of its 12 stores. 
Unsurprisingly, clear and visible signage 
made it easier for customers to find 
their way to what they need, rather  
than wasting valuable time.

Next step was to better understand 
what tools and accessories contractors 
use most, as well as how they looked to 
purchase them. This was achieved by 
Slegg staff visiting job sites and getting  
a first-hand grasp on what contractors 
use and need. 

For example, Slegg found tool brands 
such as Hilti, Makita and Milwaukee 
are popular on job sites, while certain 
contractors prefer specific brands 



WHAT’S NEW
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depending on the application, like 
the DeWALT Max nail gun. With this 
knowledge, Slegg expanded specific 
tool and accessory lines and adjusted 
inventory levels to keep products 
in stock. For added convenience, 

contractors can buy tool accessories 
(such as saw blades, grinding discs and 
drill bits) in bulk as well.

Same goes for safety items that are 
required in bulk on job sites, such as 
WorksafeBC-compliant ladders. 

Slegg’s focus then turned towards 
its electrical and plumbing product 
assortments, which were revamped 
recently, to ensure essential items were 
in stock. Keep in mind too that while 
Slegg stores may not stock the same 
range of products a dedicated plumbing 
or electrical wholesaler might, products 
can be ordered in upon request.

“”In the last few years Slegg has really 
renewed its focus by revamping its business 
to better serve its contractor customers.
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WHAT’S NEW

But what’s a home without a kitchen? 
Slegg’s in-store kitchen displays and 
product assortments got some love 
recently too, with kitchen vignettes 
designed to showcase products such 
as sinks, faucets, backsplashes, granite 
countertops and cabinet packages. 
In-store designers are on-staff to help 
contractors optimize their kitchen 
design based on available finishes,  
space and budget.

To speed things up, Slegg can deliver 
kitchen packages ready-to-assemble  

and are customized at a range of price 
points for both individual and multi-
family construction projects.

Along with electrical, plumbing and 
kitchens, Slegg made additions and 
expansions to its in-stock assortments in 
a number of other product categories. In 
flooring, for example, Slegg now offers 
a range of options in vinyl composite, 
laminate, engineered hardwood and car-
pet tile for commercial applications. To 
stay on top of the game, Slegg is price 
competitive with flooring wholesalers, 

and contractors are eligible for special 
discounts based on volume purchases.

In roofing, Slegg has added the Owens 
Corning Duration line of shingles, which 
is rapidly growing in popularity with 
contractors as its unique nail strip makes 
it much easier to fasten the shingle 
correctly. In addition, the Duration line 
is wind rated to 209 km/h, which is 
especially important in coastal regions 
around Vancouver Island. 

Recently, Slegg partnered with Bissett 
Fasteners to bring in the best-in-class 
assortment of coil and pneumatic nails 
and fasteners. This means Slegg has 
every fastener anyone would need, 
whether it’s stainless steel, Hardie, 
seismic and wind applications or the 
latest (and fastest) air guns. 

With its latest products and services, 
one thing’s for sure: Slegg makes your 
project happen at the best price, highest 
quality and service.  

Slegg recently added the Owens 
Corning Duration line of shingles, 
which is rapidly growing in 
popularity with contractors  
as its unique nail strip makes  
it much easier to fasten the 
shingle correctly.
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B Y  E L D O R A D O  S T O N E

C O L L E C T I O N

A stunning expression of contemporary 
architectural stone veneer.

ixlbuild.com

IXL-EldoradoStone MC Slegg Sept2017 091117.indd   1 9/11/17   9:48 AM
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Enhanced  
Tru-Bond™ 

Sealant

Excellent 
Adhesive 

Power

Triple Layer 
Protection™††

SureNail® Reinforcing  
Woven Fabric Nailing Area

TruDefinition® 
DURATION®

SHINGLES
with SureNail® 
Technology.

TruDefinition® Duration® shingles are easy to sell. Not only do they 
have magnificent curb appeal, they have outstanding performance 
characteristics thanks to SureNail® Technology. These shingles 
have exceptional wind resistance that delivers a wind warranty 
of 209 km/hr* with only 4 nails. Plus, the highly visible woven 
engineered reinforcing fabric in the nailing line makes it easy for  
you to show homeowners why this shingle is different.

THE PINK PANTHER™ & © 1964-2017 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved. The colour PINK is a registered trademark of Owens Corning.  
© 2017 Owens Corning. All Rights Reserved. *The warranty can be transferred one (1) time. See actual warranty for complete details, limitations and requirements.  
††This illustration depicts Triple Layer Protection™ and the amount of Triple Layer Protection™ may vary on a shingle-to-shingle basis.

SureNail® Technology —
A difference you can see and sell.

Increase your per job revenue 
by speaking to your customers 
about their attic insulation 
when you are on site. A simple 
easy to use AttiCat® solution.

1-800-GET-PINK® or visit 
owenscorning.ca
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GIVINGBACK
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After more than 70 years of 
serving the Vancouver Island contractor 
community, Slegg Building Materials is 
known for delivering quality construction 
products and services. 

The Slegg name is also synonymous on 
the island with community involvement 
and philanthropy.

One example of the company’s 
commitment to the community is Slegg’s 
ongoing support for the Canadian Cancer 
Society. In 2015 Slegg raised $100,000 
for the charity through various events 
and company donations, which at the 
time amounted to the largest single 
donation ever made to the Society from 
Vancouver Island. And just to reinforce its 
commitment to the cause, Slegg matched 
that record donation again in 2016.

Customers can help raise money for 
the Cancer Society by choosing to pay 
by cash or debit card at the till. Slegg 
donates one per cent of those purchases, 
and Slegg employees volunteer hundreds 
of hours raising additional funds through 
barbeques, pancake breakfasts, golf 
tournaments and construction-industry 
related events. 

The Canadian Cancer Society is a 
charity that is near and dear to the 
owner’s heart, so he made sure Slegg 
hit the $100,000 mark in the last two 
years with top-up donations. 

As part of the company’s efforts to 
raise money and awareness for the 
Cancer Society, Slegg plays a central 
role in the Telus Motorcycle Ride for 
Dad, a fundraiser that became a much-
anticipated annual event on the Island. 
The ride sees hundreds of motorcyclists 
converge on Slegg’s Cumberland store 
parking lot each June on Father’s Day 
for a barbeque before roaring off on a 
trek around the island. 

COMMUNITY

MEET THE  
SLEGG TITANS
Two Slegg corporate teams 
participated for the first time 
in the Victoria Dragon Festival 
this summer as part of an 
eight-week program and a 
weekend paddling festival. 

GIVINGBACK Supporting local events and 
charities is a long-standing 
tradition at Slegg

The extremely-lovable Sleggy The Seal attends 
events all across the South Island, such as 
Victoria Shamrocks games, Build a Boat 
competitions and other exciting Slegg events. 

Continued on page 29



STRONGER
TOGETHER

LEADER 
IN SUSTAINABLE 
WOOD SOLUTIONS

VISIT US TO LEARN ABOUT OUR 
ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS

nordic.ca
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The riders start and finish at the 
Cumberland Slegg store every year and 
go on a four hour ride every time—quite 
a spectacle to see, considering there 
are usually a few hundred motorcycles 
taking part. No doubt, a mass of 
motorcycles rumbling by is one effective 
way to raise awareness for the charity. 

Anyone involved in sports on 
Vancouver Island, as either a 
participant or a spectator, has likely 
seen the Slegg name displayed 

somewhere around the park or arena. 
Slegg has long been actively involved 
as a sponsor of amateur hockey, 
baseball, lacrosse and soccer up and 
down the island for various age groups 
and skill levels.

The company is also a sponsor of 
the top-level amateur and professional 
sports clubs around the Island, 
including the Victoria Shamrocks and 
Nanaimo Timbermen lacrosse teams; 
the Victoria Grizzlies, Nanaimo Clippers 

and Saanich Braves junior hockey 
teams; and the Victoria Harbourcats 
summer collegiate baseball team. 

You’ll even find the Slegg logo 
prominently displayed at various 
dragon boat festivals along the coast  
in the summer, and at unique events  
such as the Slegg Night of Mayhem at 
Western Speedway. 

Still, Slegg’s sponsorship involvement 
extends well beyond the world of 
sports. The company is equally involved 
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COMMUNITY

Slegg’s annual golf tournaments work closely with the Canadian Cancer Society, 
and feature promotions (such as Slegg hats and other merchandise) to raise 
money for cancer research. The earnings from the event go to the Cancer Society.

Build a Boat competition 
winners show off their trophies

Slegg staff and members 
of the community cheer 
during the Build a Boat 
competition in Sidney. 
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COMMUNITY

in supporting local arts and culture 
on the island. This includes ongoing 
sponsorship of cultural institutions such 
as the Art Gallery of Victoria and the 

Victoria Symphony Orchestra, as well  
as events like the Salt Spring Island 
Music and Garlic Festival.  

Anytime a local event comes on the 
Island and sets up a parade, Slegg’s 
delivery fleet is often called into action.

So Slegg answers, often by donating 
flatbed delivery trucks for float duty on 
Canada Day and Santa Claus parades, 
and always provides a truck for the 
Touch the Truck event, a fundraiser to 
combat childhood cancer. Regardless  
of the opportunity, Slegg participates  
or volunteers for many events.  

One particular Slegg-sponsored 
event became a cherished community 
tradition in Sidney, where every Canada 
Day (for the last 31 years) Slegg 
organizes and sponsors the Sidney 
Build-a-Boat Contest. In this event, 
participants in teams of three or four 
receive $100-worth of Slegg building 
materials and are tasked with building  
a boat in two hours. 

The rest is left to their imagination, 
whether they use plywood, foam insula-
tion, or good ol’ fashioned duct tape. 

When their boat is complete, they 
take to the water and paddle through an 
obstacle course—at least, for as long as 
it stays together. Either way, the event is 
universally loved, both for its community 
building and entertainment. 

Because Slegg is so active around 
the Island supporting local activities 
and charities, as it has for many years, 
the company gets lots of requests for 
support. In turn, Slegg reviews each 
request against a set of strict guidelines 
that reflect Slegg’s core values and 
standards. Sure, it’s impossible to 
provide the same level of support to all 
events and organizations, but Slegg does 
its best to involve itself, even if it’s on a 
minimal level—after all, every bit helps.

Even still, it’s much more than 
just showing support. Being a good 
corporate citizen to one’s community 
is synonymous with running a good 
business. That holds particularly true for 
Islanders who’ve known Slegg a long 
time, and expect their community to be 
treated with the same level of pride and 
respect as their business.  

Slegg showing its support  
for the Victoria Shamrocks  
at the Victoria Day Parade

Slegg and 
Saanich 
Jr. Braves 
jersey and 
hats

2017 Dragon Boat Race
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THE PRO’S CHOICE
SAKRETE MAKES IT EASY

www.basalite.caTHE PRO’S CHOICE

Sakrete gives you the 
quality and confidence 
to do the job right.

· Sakrete has been the pro’s 
choice since 1936 for con-
crete, mortar, stucco, and 
repair products

·

,ULC ,ULC

SPEED STRENGTH DURABILITY

High strength concrete mix•
• Driveways, sidewalks, stairs

Industrial applications•
• Projects greater than 2” thick

Sets in about 45 minutes•
• Faster setting for cooler weather

Rapid strength gain•
• Projects greater than 2” thick

For applications requiring at
least 2” in thickness

•

•

•

•

Exceeds compressive strength
requirements of ASTM C-387

Suitable for general concrete
repairs and construction

Sets in 4-6 hours

Fast Setting Concrete Mix 6000 PSI Concrete Mix Concrete Mix

25 kg 
25 kg 

25 kg 

25 kg 

25 kg 
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The most 
innovative 
framing 
system of the 
21st century
•  Unmatched thermal 

performance with  
superior STC ratings

•  15-40% lighter than 
conventional framing with 
greater span capability

•  Open web design provides 
maximum flexibility for 
service installation

Vancouver
#200, 3168 – 262 Street 
Aldergrove, BC  V4W 2Z6 
(604) 381-3981

Edmonton
4104-69 Avenue
Edmonton, AB  T6B 2V2 
(780) 440-4499

Toronto
60 Enterprise Road
Rexdale, ON  M9W 1C9 
(416) 245-7006

www.steelform.ca

Engineered 
Lightweight 
Steel Framing 
Solutions
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Armourwall Stucco Assemblies

 
 
 

 
 
 

Parex EIFS
Optimum WaterMaster
Optimum WaterMaster LCR
Optimum

Standard WaterMaster
Standard WaterMaster LCR
Standard
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B3

EST. 1950

 www.bmp-group.com T H E  S T R E N G T H  W I T H I N

Providing quality, innovative and 
contractor preferred building 

solutions for over 67 years!

Exterior 
& Interior 
Framing 
Systems

Interior 
Finishing’s 
Quality in 

your corner

Sound 
Solutions

All products 
designed to 

meet/exceed 
industry 

standards

1 432

MONTREAL    •    TORONTO    •    CALGARY    •    EDMONTON    •    VANCOUVER

PAPER-FACED 
DRYWALL TRIMS
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Quality in your corner.

DRYWALL TRIMS DRYWALL FRAMING CLIPS ROOFING TRIMS

STRUCTURAL FRAMING ACCESSORY PRODUCTS SPECIAL SECTIONS COMSLAB®
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1 877 478.8408resisto.ca

SOUNDPROOFING

ADHESIVES
AND SEALANTS 
CHEMLINK, RESISTOSEAL

AIR BARRIERS
REDZONE PRO, REDZONE STICK VP

WATERPROOFING
LASTOBOND, HR CAP SHEET,
ICF FOUNDATION MEMBRANE
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DISTRIBUTED BY

Walls start straight and stay straight with 

LP® SolidStart® LSL. It’s the ideal choice 

for straighter walls, longer spans and more 

predictable performance than possible with 

traditional lumber framing. No special tools 

or procedures are required for installing and it 

comes with a Lifetime Limited Warranty.

LP® SOLIDSTART® LSL.
WHEN IT HAS
TO BE STRAIGHT.

AN ICP ADHESIVES & SEALANTS       INNOVATION

ColorWise
TEMPERATURE WARNING NOZZLES 

®
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CREDIT FACILITIES

TAKING 
CARE OF 
CUSTOMERS 
IS JUST 
GOOD 
BUSINESS
Slegg’s credit services for professional customers mean less 
hassle, greater efficiency and bigger profits for contractors

What are the most concerning 
details for any professional 
contractor? Budget. Service. Quality. 
To change for the better and improve is 
to listen, and at Slegg Building Materials, 
we are listening. 

Today, Slegg is ready to provide 
in-house credit for our professional 
customers on a number of unique 
services, such as tracking invoices by 
specific job, authorized purchaser list 
to charge on accounts, including the 
convenience of having employees pick 
up material in person. 

But having an in-house account is 
more than just a few perks; it’s a list of 
individual benefits that are streamlined 
to make shopping at Slegg faster, more 

efficient and more convenient. This 
also includes financial assistance to 
customers who require cash flow for 
large or ongoing work, and customers 
can choose invoices and statements 
emailed to payables scheduled daily, 
weekly or monthly. 

Simply, it is tailored to fit one’s needs 
as much as possible with the least 
amount of paperwork and hassle. 

“We aim to simplify the purchasing 
process by making it easier to get 
material,” noted Tim Uruquhart, Slegg 
President. “At the same time, we provide 
tools that work for our contractors to 
keep their accounts secure.” 

With new technology and higher 
demand, providing in-house credit is 

something that just makes sense and fits 
within Slegg’s ongoing mission to offer 
the best service and materials for our 
customers on Vancouver Island.  

“”We provide tools 
that work with 
our contractors 
to help keep their 
accounts secure.



Your Professional-Grade Solution for 

FAST, STRONG and DURABLE Results

Concrete 
Repairs & 
Restoration with 

Rapid Set
®

Use Cement All®, Mortar Mix and Concrete Mix for 
high strength structural restoration, vertical and 
overhead repairs, crack and small repairs, anchoring, 
grouting, floor repairs, stucco repairs, and more. 
Learn more at CTScement.com.

> 1 HOUR STRUCTURAL STRENGTH 

> PAINT IN 2 HOURS 

>  LASTS TWICE AS LONG AS 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE

BASELITE_SBM_CONCRETE_RESTORATION_REPAIR_FullPage_Ad_Nov2017_1.indd   1 11/20/17   2:00 PM
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Belgard now available at Slegg
Building Materials

Slegg Building Materials is making the outside your kind 
of beautiful with Belgard Pavers, Walls and Elements.

Start your inspirational journey at your local Slegg dealer 
to browse the outdoor displays or click onto Belgard.com.

BELGARD WALLS BELGARD ELEMENTS

BELGARD PAVERS

Ask for a complimentary 
3D rendering of your 
outdoor project courtesy 
of Belgard Design Studio. 

belgard.com   |   expocrete.com
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Great Ideas For Outdoor Living

Visit our website for our growing gallery of images, installation guides and ideas that will help you create your own outdoor living paradise.

www.pavingstones.com

• Interlocking Pavers    • HydraPressed Slabs   • Retaining Wall Systems   • Permeable Paving Systems   • Aristokrat® Series 2 cm Porcelain Slabs   • Elephant Armor® Concrete Patch & Overlay   

Old Country Stone and Stonehenge

Pisa OneStone and Villa Stone

PisaLite and Stonehenge
Stonehenge and StackWall

Aristokrat® Series - Dover Grey Aristokrat® Series - Milan Travertine Aristokrat® Series - Ironwood

Everybody’s talking about our Aristokrat® Series 2cm HydraPressed Porcelain Slabs
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MATERIALS THAT 
MATCH YOURMATCH YOURMATCH YOUR
REPUTATION

No matter what the building structure, DuPont™ Tyvek® Building Envelope Solutions off er an ideal balance of 
properties to help eff ectively seal the building envelope. Tyvek® building products provide a wide selection of air, 
water and thermal management options for helping to protect single family homes, commercial structures and 
multi-family buildings ranging from duplexes to high-rise apartments. With more than 35 years of experience 
working with architects, builders, engineers and installers, the DuPont™ Tyvek® team of specialists and certifi ed 
installers is committed to working with you to protect your next generation of construction projects.

Tough. Tested. Proven.  |  That’s DuPont™ Tyvek® Building Envelope Solutions.

contruction.tyvek.ca
Copyright © 2017 DuPont. All rights reserved. The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, For Greater Good™ and Tyvek® are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affi  liates. 41



Homeowners, contractors, 
and builders rely on 
ROXUL® for dependable 
insulation solutions. 

More than a rock, ROXUL® 
insulation products resist 
fi re, repel water and 
absorb sound. This year, 
start your renovation right 
with easy-to-use ROXUL® 
stone wool insulation.

www.roxul.com

What its made of
makes all the difference.

Part of the ROCKWOOL group.

ROXUL 
COMFORTBOARD™ 80 & 
COMFORTBOARD™ 110 

An exterior non-structural 
insulation sheathing that 
provides a continuous layer 
of insulation around the 
building envelope.

ROXUL
COMFORTBATT®

An exterior insulation 
product for use in both new 
residential construction and 
renovations where wood or 
steel studs are used.

ROXUL
AFB®

A lightweight, semi-rigid 
batt insulation specifi cally 
designed for steel stud 
interior wall and fl oor 
applications. 

ROXUL
SAFE’n’SOUND®

A residential insulation 
product for interior walls 
constructed with wood or 
steel studs, where superior 
fi re resistance and acoustical 
performance are required. 

ROXUL
SAFE 45™

A semi-rigid stone wool 
insulation board ideal for 
fi re stopping in concealed 
spaces of multi-unit 
residential buildings.

ROXUL
CAVITYROCK®

A semi-rigid insulation 
board designed for exterior 
cavity wall and rainscreen 
applications.

Part of the ROCKWOOL group

What it’s made of
makes all the difference.
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THE COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION 
SOLUTION FOR BC BUILDING CODES

4 CONSTRUCTION STEPS.
1 SIMPLE PACKAGE.
1. Reinforced Concrete
2. Continuous Insulation
3. Air + Vapor Barriers
4. Built-in Studs

LOGIX INSTALLER TRAINING COMING SOON!
Approved for 6 BC Housing CPD points.

IDEAL FOR:
+Crawl Spaces  

+Basements  
Above-Grade Walls

BUILT-IN
COST 
SAVINGS
= LESS LABOR
= LOWER CONSTRUCTION COSTS
= FASTER BUILDS

R-25+ Wall Assembly

LogixICF.com
43



The word “operations” can refer to different 
things depending on the business. In the case of 
Slegg Building Materials, operations refers to everything 
the company does to deliver a quality experience to its 
customers, from hiring and training the right staff to putting 
systems in place that ensure customers can get  
what they need when they need it regardless of location.

Recruiting qualified staff members is always a challenge 
in a smaller market like Vancouver Island, and strong recent 
economic growth has made that challenge even harder.  
Slegg currently employs 611 people across its 12 locations.

Slegg is facing that challenge head on  however, as its human 
resources department seeks out the best the industry has to 
offer. Thanks to a comprehensive tracking system, Slegg’s 
hiring arm extends Canada-wide, providing opportunities for 
people outside B.C. to come join the Slegg team on the Island.

Once Slegg gets quality people in the door, the focus turns 
to training. For a building materials specialist company like 
Slegg, that involves educating employees about construction 
products, building techniques and trends in the industry.

Likewise, it goes without saying that Slegg’s customers 
expect seasoned and knowledgeable Slegg employees to be 
able to explain the features and benefits of various building 
products in a range of categories. 

Just like practice makes perfect, employee training at 
Slegg is an ongoing exercise. For example, Slegg employees 
access the Titan Online Learning seminars via WSB Titan 
(Slegg’s parent company) which assign courses to individual 
employees based on their roles and responsibilities. 
Employees are required to upgrade their product knowledge 
through more than 200 online courses every two years. 
Training also includes product seminars with vendors, and 
Slegg employees are offered up to $2,000 to take courses 
related to their job that will ultimately improve their ability  
to serve Slegg’s customers. 

Along with product knowledge and customer service 
training, Slegg invests heavily in health and safety training for 
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Getting building materials where they need  
to go is more complex than you might think

OPERATIONS
SMOOTH
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OPERATIONS

GREAT BRANDS FROM ONE GREAT NAME!

Whether you are 
building your home 

or renovating, 
Rust-Oleum has all 

your solutions.

Since 1921, Rust-Oleum® has been the 
industry leader in rust preventative 

coatings, solution based primers, and 
high-performance paints based on a 

legacy of knowledge and integrity, with 
trusted brand names such as Tremclad® 

and Zinsser®.

VISIT YOUR CLOSEST     LOCATION.

its employees. This includes providing forklift certification 
and special training for crane and lift operators. 

Cranes and forklifts are integral to Slegg’s extensive 
product delivery options. The company currently has  
125 forklifts servicing a delivery fleet of 133 trucks that 
move more than 500 commercial loads per day. 

Today, Slegg runs the largest materials handling 
operation on the Island, with the machinery and manpower 
to deliver anything virtually anywhere. Much of that is 
thanks to Slegg’s healthy fleet of flatbeds, panel trucks, 
pick-ups, stick cranes, knuckle cranes, overhead cranes 
and four-way, truck-mounted forklifts.

OPERATIONS



Slegg’s delivery fleet doesn’t quite run 24 hours a day, but 
is capable of delivering loads to jobsites all over the Island 
from as early as 4 a.m. to as late as 10 p.m. Two years ago, 
Slegg went to day and evening delivery shifts to better 
accommodate contractor clients who wanted materials on 
site as early as possible to start the day.

Since the afternoon shift was added, this caused the order 
turnaround time on loads to speed up dramatically, which is 
why now 30 per cent of Slegg’s loads are same-day. Unsur-
prisingly, Slegg moves more material in a day than all its com-
petitors combined because of the sheer size of its operation.

While getting materials to the jobsite in a timely manner 
is one thing, getting the contents of the load right before 
it leaves the yard is another. As such, Slegg took steps 
to improve the accuracy of deliveries thanks to a new 
proprietary order tracking software, in addition to better staff 
training to drastically reduce order building errors.

Taking a different approach to building orders made a 
major difference in not only customer satisfaction, but keep-
ing track of the inventory as well. As such, Slegg staff must 
inspect the invoice and make sure everything is right before 
the truck leaves the yard. This helps to ensure the contractor 
gets what they need when they need it. 

In addition to being able to get building materials out to 
the jobsite, good operations also means properly managing 
in-store assets and facilities to optimize the customer’s 
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© 2017 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.  OA17-C

Easy on the eyes.   
       Easy to install.
Introducing Outdoor Accents® 
decorative hardware. Easily add 
beauty and strength to your outdoor 
projects. The new Simpson Strong‑Tie® 
Outdoor Accents line of structural 
connectors features an innovative screw 
and washer set that combines the ease 
of installing a screw with the look of 
a bolt. And, with a black powder‑coat 
finish, this hardware offers style that’s 
designed to last.

To learn more about Outdoor Accents 
decorative hardware, contact Slegg 
Building Materials or visit slegg.com.
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in-store experience. Toward that end, Slegg recently made 
a significant investment in its own prototype lumber yard 
racking system, which keeps wood products straighter,  
dryer and easier to fill an order. 

The prototype system was implemented for testing in one 
Slegg lumberyard and is receiving favourable reviews from 
customers. The company plans to add the system in more 
yards throughout 2018. 

In a similar vein, Slegg recently restructured its warehouse 
and revamped its indoor/outdoor product assortment 
and layout in some stores. The goal is to introduce a more 
contractor-focused product mix and help expedite customer 
service for order picking and pick-up.

But having all the right systems doesn’t make a big 
difference if customers don’t know about it. That’s where 
the final element in the Slegg operations system comes 
in—the Slegg sales team. Slegg currently has a team of 30 
sales representatives whose job is to meet with professional 
customers on-site to ensure Slegg has the solutions to keep 
supplies for the job running smoothly. 

This is essential to Slegg’s modus operandi today, as 
its current operations are a far cry from the days when 
contractors thought “Slegg” and “lumber” in the same context. 
Today, Slegg specializes not only in lumber, but roofing, 
insulation, windows and doors, trim, kitchens and flooring.

With this added flexibility, Slegg is driven to be involved with 
contractors 100 per cent of the build, as its current offerings 
make it truly a one stop shop for all building needs.   

OPERATIONS

The Power to Build

Simpson Strong-Tie creates product solutions to give 
you the power to build. Let us help with your next 
project, call your local rep at (800) 999-5099 and 
connect with us on go.strongtie.com.

© 2016 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. SST15
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COMPOSITE DECKING • ENGINEERED WOOD • FLOORING • INSULATION 
LUMBER PANELS • ROOFING • MOULDINGS • SIDING • TREATED LUMBER

           

SIDING LOOKS A
WHOLE LOT BETTER 
WHEN YOU KNOW
YOU CAN ALWAYS 
COUNT ON IT
BEING IN STOCK.
Introducing our branded Fibre Cement and  
Engineered Wood Siding solutions from a trusted  
distribution system that’s second to none.

2012-25754 |Taiga SLEGG ad | LP SmartSide & Allura Siding | 9x10.875 | FINAL

• 22 colours

• No drip edge or  
nail line means  
10% less waste

• Available in traditional 
woodgrain or smooth

• 50 Year  
substrate warranty

• 30 Year  
coating warranty

• 22 colours

• Treated to resist  
harsh weather

• 16’ length lap/trim may 
mean faster installation 
and fewer seams

• 5/50 Year substrate 
limited warranty

• 30 Year  
coating warranty

• 18 wood-look colours

• Beauty of wood without 
the maintenance

• Available on both Allura 
Fibre Cement and  
LP® SmartSide® Siding

taigabuilding.comLP and SmartSide are registered trademarks of Louisiana-Pacific Corporation.

Product shown: Duo-Tone Reserve RusticSeries – Aspen Ridge

REV_2012_25754_Taiga_SLEGGad_LPsmartsideAlluraSiding_9x10_875_FINAL.indd   1 2017-09-13   3:22 PM
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LUMBER

PLAYING
THE
(LUMBER)
MARKET

Dozens of 
variables 
impact the 
price of 
lumber, and 
staying on 
top of them 
all is what the 
Slegg lumber 
team does 

There was a time in the  
not-too-distant past when Slegg 
Building Materials was known simply 
as Slegg Lumber. For much of its seven 
decades in business, Slegg was known 
primarily as a lumberyard, and lumber 
sales still account for some 35 to 40 per 
cent of the company’s business.

That meant enriching varieties of 
lumber as much as possible over the 
course of many years. Today, Slegg’s 
lumber repertoire includes a vast range 
of products—essentially everything from 
spruce, fir, select, standard, treated wood, 
plywoods, OSB, formply and so on. 

But variety is only half the service. 
Having sufficient supply, even when 
shortages abound—such as forest fires, 
mill closures and tariffs—lets customers 
know they can count on Slegg to have 
the wood. 

Despite Slegg’s strong initiative  
to be prepared for any situation, 
tracking all those factors has been 
especially challenging the past year, as 
unforeseen natural events combined 
with political developments sent  
the North American lumber market 
reeling. British Columbia is certainly  
no stranger to forest fires, as last  
year’s wildfire season was the worst  
yet in the province’s known history.  
In 2017, forested areas of the West 
Coast lost 13 years worth of mature 
trees as wildfires scorched nearly  
1 million hectares of land throughout 
the province. 

The loss of fibre supply to fires has 
certainly been unheard of until this year, 
as areas affected by fires in B.C. alone 
constitute 32 per cent of Canada’s 
exports to the U.S. for softwood lumber.  

That decimation of the future lumber 
supply was exacerbated by two 
major hurricanes that made landfall in 
Florida and Texas in late summer. The 
subsequent need to repair damaged 
homes caused a spike in demand that 
forced the diversion of additional cut 
lumber to those regions. Add to that 
the expiry of the softwood lumber tariff 
agreement between the U.S. and Canada 
with no replacement deal in sight and 
this year was, without doubt, a perfect 
storm for the lumber market. 

Still, despite Mother Nature’s fury, 
it’s been an interesting year, as lumber 
prices are reaching historical levels 
when the market should be cooling off. 
With three strong natural market drivers 
playing havoc with both current and 
future lumber supply, twice this year the 
market spiked 15 per cent overnight. 
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As a result, customers felt a bit 
of that burn at the till as well, but 
fortunately Slegg was well positioned 
to weather the storm, thanks to its large 

purchasing and inventory capacity. This 
makes a big difference, since Slegg is 
able to buy heavily when the price is 
low and cut back on purchasing when 
prices spike, consequently reducing the 
impact of unforeseen natural shocks  
to the market when they happen.

In addition to unforeseen natural 
market factors, the Canadian market 
also suffers from being right next door 
to the U.S. This creates an unpredictable 
reality, as Canada’s lumber market is 
only a fraction of the U.S.’s, with national 
annual consumption equal to some of 
the largest states. Meaning, U.S. demand 
tends to dictate market price for 
Canadian lumber. 

As for what to expect in 2018, it is 
likely to be another challenging year 

for companies in the lumber business. 
With fires still burning in some areas, 
the full impact on the fibre supply is 
yet to be determined. As a result, the 
federal government may further restrict 
the lumber harvest that was cut by 32 
per cent in 2017. Slegg’s lumber team is 
already leveraging its relationships with 
lumber mills and wholesale distributors 
to guarantee supply for its contractor 
customers for next construction season.

This is why Slegg’s commodities spe-
cialists are constantly watching the mar-
ket and talking to contacts in the industry 
to get a handle on how much supply is in 
the pipeline to distributors, how much is 
sitting in the distribution yards, and what 
demand is going to be in the U.S. and in 
big markets in Canada like Vancouver and 

Weyerhaeuser engineers over 100 years of 
forest product knowledge into each Edge Gold® 
OSB subfl oor panels. Thanks to our dedication 
to enhancements in strand technology and our 
proprietary edge seal, our panels withstand the 
elements so well they can extend the building 
season for framers. In addition, our easy fi t 
tongue-and-groove edge allows for hassle-free 
installations.

Weyerhaeuser Edge Gold panels are backed by 
a 50-year warranty against delamination, and a 
200-day “no sand” guarantee…they install fl at, 
stay fl at and look great for customer walkthroughs.

WEYERHAEUSER.COM/OSB      1.888.453.8358

WORK WITH 
WEYERHAEUSER, 

THE INDUSTRY 
LEADER
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Toronto. Likewise, Slegg will have to pay 
really close attention to inventory levels 
in 2018 as well, as lead times at the mill 
reached up to six weeks at times last year, 

and some lumber dealers were caught 
short with no wood on the ground. 

While Slegg certainly does all it 
can to stay on top of swings in the 

lumber market, contractor customers 
can help as well. Slegg encourages 
contractors to look ahead at their 
upcoming projects and try to predict 
their approximate lumber needs in the 
near term. Sharing that information 
helps the Slegg lumber team plan their 
purchases and better manage inventory. 
Plus, sharing information also gives 
Slegg an opportunity to warn contractor 
customers about potential shortages.

In the end, that’s one of the things 
Slegg prides itself on; being there 
for customers, ready with stock. If 
customers put their faith in Slegg to 
monitor the market and share what it 
knows, Slegg will do its best to make 
sure they always get what they need at a 
fair market price.   

www.goodfellowinc.com

At Goodfellow, we are “The Wood Specialist”.

Our ability to adapt to customers needs has 
earned us a reputation as one of the best wood 
product distributors.

Goodfellow has built the resources necessary
to deliver a quality product that meets our 
customers needs.customers needs.

While honoring its environmental and social
responsibilities, Goodfellow offers products
designed using the latest technology to bring 
you the best quality.

Lumber   l   Siding   l   Decking   l   Flooring   l   Panels

LUMBER



• Trim
• Moulding
• Porch

• Decking
• Railing
• Pavers

• Decking
• Railing

• Lighting
• Fastening

•  Stocking over 650 
items of the best quality 
Western Red Cedar
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© 2017 James Hardie Building Products Inc. All Rights Reserved.   AD1608-PNW   08/17

For timeless beauty
 BEGIN WITH THE FINISH.

Slegg Building Materials carries the largest 

inventory of James Hardie® products, including 

ColorPlus® fi nishes, on Vancouver Island.  

Allowing Slegg the ability to provide the highest 

levels of knowledge, support and service to help 

you to build more durable, beautiful homes.

Stop by your local Slegg location 
or visit Slegg.com

For lasting vibrant color, only 

James Hardie’s exclusive 

ColorPlus® Technology provides a 

gorgeous, UV-resistant color you 

can count on. Plus, a 15-year 

limited warranty covers paint 

and labor, protecting against 

peeling, cracking, and chipping.

jameshardiepros.com
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EXTERIORS

Watch any home improvement or real estate show 

and you’re sure to hear the phrase “curb appeal” touted over and 

over. Everyone wants and expects solid construction when they 

buy or renovate a home, but it’s the aesthetic details that boost the 

reputation of the contractor after the build is complete. When the 

first few houses in a new development near completion, the exterior 

finishes serve as a visual advertisement for everyone involved in the 

project, and even set the style and tone of the entire community.

CURB 
APPEAL

Exterior 
finishes 
can set the 
tone for 
your entire 
building 
project



When it comes to choosing exterior 
finishes for a home, siding is often the 
most important single element on the 
list. Because the exterior wall finishes are 
the predominant feature of any house, 
they create the overall look of the home 
and can dictate other exterior finishing 
elements. For that reason, homeowners 
tend to focus exclusively on colour and 
surface texture when choosing siding for 
their home, forgetting that siding, as the 
home’s first line of defense against the 
elements has to do a lot more than just 
look nice. They count on the contractor 
to source a siding product that not  
only looks good, but is also durable, 
reliable and cost effective based on  
their budget.

Siding options have come a long way 
from simple vinyl and stucco at Slegg. 

One of the biggest changes in the past 
two decades is a shift toward fibreboard, 
which exploded into many various 
category options and respective trends. 

Like any exterior finish category, 
siding sees its fair share of trends. This 

year, Slegg has seen a shift among 
homeowners and contractors alike 
toward pre-finished siding options, 
such as ColourPlus from James Hardie. 
While homeowners are drawn to its 
maintenance-free finish and extensive 
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INTRODUCING  
Beach House Shake

Created in response to the unique needs of homeowners looking for a 
low-maintenance exterior that doesn’t require them to compromise 
on the authentic beauty of cedar. 

Learn more at beachhouseshake.com

www.tandobp.com 

NovikStone™ DS
 DRY STACKED STONE

NovikShake™ RS8
 ROUGH SAWN 8’ SHAKE

A single course 8’ panel, with features 
that simplify installation and authentic 
details that provide a lasting traditional 
look to any structure.

With its stunning colors and textures, 
the NovikStone DS - Dry Stack Stone 
was designed to offer attainable luxury 
to every homeowner.

Let yourself be inspired with  
our stunning textures and colors,  
visit novik.com today.
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warranty, contractors look to the prod-
uct as a one-step application that 
doesn’t require additional painters on 
site to complete the project. 

Really, why shouldn’t they? After all, 
it checks all the boxes when it comes 

to durability, ease of use, price point, 
colour options, warranty and aesthetic 
appeal. Within this product line, colour 
trends for the 2018 construction season 
are leaning toward dark, more earth tone 
options and smooth industrial looks, 
featuring hidden fasteners and clean, 
sleek finishes.

For homeowners who are looking to 
really set their home apart, Slegg offers 
a wide range of siding options to meet 
any budget and construction schedule. 
In the vinyl siding category, the new 
DaVinci vinyl siding line comes in a 
range of darker colours and features 
colourfast Helios technology that resists 
fading, warping and heat retention. 
Someone looking for a more natural 
wood aesthetic for the exterior of their 
home, can look to the Novik siding 

series, which features Beachwood siding 
panels and plank. 

On the West Coast there is still a 
propensity for the consumer to ask for 
real wood accents. For those customers 
the best option is often cedar, which 
brings a unique, natural warmth and 
character to the home, while still 
providing durability. 

Slegg has Douglas Fir timber and 
Western Red Cedar siding in stock as 
well, though if a certain location doesn’t 
have the product, it can be ordered in. 

Of course, not every homeowner 
opts for siding to finish off the exterior 
of their home, and there are plenty 
of modern trends in the area of stone 
finishes to consider. Today’s stone 
exterior finishes feature sleeker lines, 

James Hardie ColorPlus 
prefinished siding doesn’t require 
additional painters on site to 
complete the project. 

Continued on page 59

Call: 1-866-973-7846  Visit: www.easytrimreveals.com   

NO CHARGE Estimate!
FREE Samples!

EXTERIOR ALUMINUM TRIM 
& SIDING SYSTEMS



Kaycan_Davinci_AD_9x8_75.indd   1 9/21/17   8:43 AMKaycan_Davinci_AD_9x8_75.indd   1 9/21/17   8:43 AM
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flatter surfaces and larger profiles that 
will appeal to even the most discerning 
of designers. Eldorado Stone introduced 
a line of exterior finishes called Modern 
Elements; it’s designed to fit seamlessly 
into any modern exterior design. 

The exterior finish options at Slegg 
don’t end with products for residential 
projects. Commercial building projects 

have to take the look of the finished 
structure into account as well, because 
how the building looks makes a 
statement about the business inside.

When it comes to exterior finishes, 
Slegg wants its customers and 
contractors to know that it offers a 
wealth of options, and has the experts 
to help them choose the best exterior 
products based on their vision for the 
project and budget.  

Slegg carries the new Kaycan 
DaVinci vinyl siding line, which 
comes in a range of darker colours 
and features colourfast Helios 
technology that resists fading, 
warping and heat retention.

The AL-13 aluminum panel system requires no off-site manufacturing. 
Panels are cut to fit and snap together on site, saving time and money.

NovikShake offers the authentic 
warmth and charm of deep 
wood-grain texture, without the 
maintenance and upkeep of wood.



S TA I R S  •  M O U L D I N G S  •  C U S TO M  M I L LWO R K

www.bhwood.ca W H O L E S A L E  S TA I R  PA RT S  &  M O U L D I N G S

Simpson Door | Redi-Prime Barn Door 89812

Bringing you doors for every 
design and building need.

 
Molded Interior Doors and 
Door Systems

Wood Veneer Interior Doors 
and Door Systems

Architectural Interior Doors  
and Door Systems

Wood Stile & Rail  
Interior and Exterior Doors  
and Door Systems

Fiberglass and Steel Exterior 
Doors and Door Systems

Door Company

ALLIANCE DOOR PRODUCTS
Unit #1, 2076 Townline Rd. | Abbotsford, BC Canada V2T 6E5www. All ianceDoorProducts .com

UNEXPECTED | STUNNING | TREND SETTING
Doors are so much more than just functional.
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START TO 
FINISHES
Long known as a “go to” supplier for essential building materials, 
Slegg has increased its décor options for finishing the job 

When you’ve been around 
Vancouver Island as long as 
Slegg has, you become a household 
name—70 years of specializing 
in essential building materials for 
countless construction projects will 
certainly do that. 

Still, times change, customers change. 
Today, when contractors hear words like 
“décor” and “design centre” Slegg may 
not have been the first one to come to 
mind. That is changing—big time. 

Slegg has set out on a mission to 
completely overhaul the entire décor 
department, centering the rebuild 
on two simple, but very important 
questions: what does the contractor 
need and what does the end user want. 

The journey started by addressing 
the department that looks after the 
highest-valued room in any typical 
house: the kitchen. A kitchen requires 
the utmost attention to detail, as it’s 
not only a display of personal style, 
but a powerhouse of functionality and 
versatility—two things (among many) 
Slegg takes very seriously.

As such, Slegg is commonly involved 
during the beginning stages of a 
project, reviewing both structural and 
design drawings, allowing Slegg’s team 
to identify potential issues. Working 
together with its own in-house design 
team, Slegg alters structural joist 
and truss systems to accommodate 
a kitchen design before any product 
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arrives on site; this helps to ensure 
the project finishes on time, all while 
providing the end user with the highest 
level of quality and satisfaction.

After all, the old saying, “time is money” 
holds true. Just as identifying issues 
before they happen is critical, eliminating 
warranty claims add to a better, more 
fulfilling experience. That’s why Slegg has 
partnered with some of the industry’s 
leading manufacturers to ensure the job  
is done right, from start to finish. 

Next up was the Flooring department, 
which contractors made very clear 

that variety and availability were 
top priorities; having everything to 
complete any project. Although adding 
stock is easy, adding the right stock 
takes a great deal of market research. 
Slegg continues to work closely with 
manufacturers to stay current with 

today’s and tomorrow’s trends. Having 
the right products on the shelves isn’t 
enough for contractors; providing 

Slegg can offer interior and exterior 
paint options at various price 
points, along with custom tinting.

What is                                        ?
                      
                   is Euro-Rite’s premiere Canadian quality, fully assembled cabinet line. We bring over 35 years of precision manufacturing to                                . 
Our assembled                                  line offers a custom cabinet look without the custom cabinet price!
This ready to install line of cabinets is a favorite with contractors and builders where quality and install efficiency are as important as price.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
- Soft-Close doors 
- Double walled, full extension, undermount soft-close drawers 
- All gable ends are colour matched to the doors
- Many door styles to choose from, including highgloss and painted
- 3 upper cabinet heights, 30”, 36” and 42”
- Fast leadtimes 3-6 weeks (depending on door style and volume)
- Made in Canada
- Extensive warranty
- Free design service

FULLY ASSEMBLED
SOFT CLOSE CABINETS

Kitchens, Bathrooms, Closets

www.eurorite.com

Slegg Magazine ad.indd   1 2017-09-05   3:00 PM
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expert advice and customer service is 
what makes it a unique and satisfying 
experience. In addition, ensuring all 
Slegg staff go through rigorous training 
programs gives you the comfort of 
knowing there is no situation Slegg 
hasn’t already come across, whether it’s 
laminate, engineered, vinyl, hardwood 
and tile, along with all the extras you  
need to complete.

Finally came the paint department, 
and partnering up with one of the 
world’s leading paint manufacturer was 
only the first step. Slegg took it a step 
further and outfitted each department 
with state of the art technology, creating 
the ability to not only colour match, but 
also digitally paint any surface with a 
simple picture, allowing you the ability 

to visualize a room 
before it’s completed. 
Add in a wide range 
of interior, exterior 
and stains paired 
with all the necessary 
accessories, and you 
really have yourself 
a paint-customizing 
wonderland. 

Slegg invites you to 
come by to sit back 
and relax, have a hot 
cup of coffee and a 
bag of popcorn while trained staff 
show you all the colour options, cabinet 
styles, countertop and flooring types,  
all while walking you through a realistic 
3D rendering of your project. 

So set your budget, set a timeline 
and send your customers in to one of 
Slegg’s four all-new showrooms with 
confidence that your projects will be 
done right the first time every time.  

DECOR

We offer a complete line of installation products for surface preparation, 
tile set, grout and maintenance. All of our products are formulated to work 
together and provide durability and high performance.

CUSTOM — Your Single Source from the 
Tile and Stone Installation Leader.

For more information, visit our website 
CustomBuildingProducts.com

Look for the lifetime warranty icon on qualifying 
products so your tile project is covered for life.



Why Choose Harbinger Luxury Vinyl Tile and Plank?
Warehoused in Richmond, BC
Specialize in working with builders on custom solutions with minimal quantities
25 Year Commercial & Lifetime Residential Warranty
All SKU’s available in click, glue down and loose lay format in custom sizes
Floor Score, Leed, EPD and HPD certifi ed
Phthalate, Phenol and Heavy Metal Free
Proud Canadian Family Business

Bay Resource Group Inc.
Innovative Flooring Products with a Clean Footprint

Recycled Rubber

Woven Luxury Vinyl Marine Flooring

Vinyl Tile & Plank
Produced in BC, available in 

interlock or glue down ideal for 
recreational use.

Available in tile or roll format.  
Perfect for commercial or decking 

applications.

UVC, mold & mildew resistant 
decking products for marine, pool 

and entryway requirements.

Over 60 sku’s in Click and Glue 
Down including large format with 

matching transitions

ULTRAWEAVEWAYFLOR

HARBINGER DINOFLEX
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Burnaby. Calgary. Edmonton. Winnipeg. www.amestile.com

INSPIRE.
DESIGN.
CREATE.

Luxury Vinyl Tile Energy 2.5 | Fossil

Shades Ceramic Wall Tile | Red
Shades Ceramic Wall Tile Decor | Stripes Sun Mix

White Wavy Gloss Wall Tile
Lakestone Glazed Porcelain Tile | Lead

Word Up Through Body Porcelain Tile | Lead

Materia Glazed Porcelain Tile | Smoke 
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Trusted Canadian brand since 1948 

taymor.com

DOOR HARDWARE

BATH HARDWARE

FAUCETS 
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Doors and windows are 
integral to any construction  
or renovation project. 

But unlike most building components, 
doors and windows have to perform 
a very complex function; allow access 
to the building for people, light and 
airflow while at the same time providing 
structural integrity and insulation  
from heat and cold. 

On top of all that, doors and windows 
have to look good too, and that’s a lot 
to consider when choosing the right 
products for your building project. 
Luckily Slegg Building Materials has 
been helping customers make door  
and window decisions on Vancouver 
Island for years.

Over the years, Slegg has become 
a window and door showroom for 
contractors, a place they can send 
their clients, or even accompany them, 
to make one of their most important 
building decisions. This makes the  
Door Shop a massive resource to 
customers, as Slegg’s experts can  

help nail down what they should build 
based on their needs and budget, or 
even help upsell them on the added 
benefits of high-end products. 

On the door side, Slegg carries a 
range of standard, ready-to-install 
replacement models from a number of 
manufacturers at different price points. 
That’s in addition, of course, to Slegg’s 
unparalleled custom door offerings.

As for door hardware, Slegg carries 
several lines in-store from quality 
manufacturers at the usual good-
better-best price points. 

But it doesn’t end there. Slegg has 
a very robust in-store selection of 
hardware and access to many options, 
so if a contractor orders a custom door 
and they are looking for more exclusive 
hardware to go with it, the Door Shop 
can supply that too. 

DOOR(S) TO THE FUTURE
Vancouver Island has never 
seen anything like Slegg’s 
new state-of-the-art 
custom Door Shop

The Slegg Door Shop, located beside the Langford store 
(2901A Sooke Road). Slegg builds its own doors on-site.

Continued on page 73
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DOORS & WINDOWS

DOOR(S) TO THE FUTURE



Walls are coming down. Spaces are opening up. The outdoors are moving in. 

Create a soothing and uplifting experience with brilliant natural light and grand 

views. Let the outdoors in and instantly brighten your view with Masonite doors.

Extraordinary views begin at masonite.com/views

Open to extraordinary™

V I E W S
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Slegg’s windows are provided by 
one primary manufacturer—Milgard. 
Milgard can provide custom windows 
for any project in a number of styles 
and grades, from standard good quality 
vinyl up to high-end fiberglass models 
with wood interiors. For more unique 
window styles or special applications, 
Slegg is able to special order windows 
from other manufacturers to fill gaps 
and supply all homes and low-rise 
multi-residential buildings.

If there is one building supply 
segment where Slegg has held the 
dominant position on Vancouver 
Island it is in the area of custom doors. 
And while Slegg’s in-house custom 
Door Shop has been well known and 
respected by Island contractors for 
years, it is about to get even better. 
In fact,  Slegg’s custom Door Shop is 
currently undergoing a transformation 
that will make it the benchmark for  
the entire industry.

Until recently, Slegg built its custom 
doors the old fashioned way, with 
skilled workers using hand-held saws, 
routers and drills to create the finished 
door from raw wood slabs. The door 
slab and jamb were first cut to size 
separately, then drilled and routed to 
make space for inset hinges, locksets 
and door lights. The process began 
with a written work order based 
on the customer’s specs for height, 
width, hardware and style variances. 
Throughout the process, visual checks 
were made at several points to ensure 
the various cuts matched up with the 
work order. It’s an exacting process, 

but in spite of that, the shop has 
managed to turn out high quality doors 
at a surprisingly high rate—just last 
year alone, the Door Shop’s capacity 
increased by 20 per cent.

But as the Door Shop pushes itself 
further and further (like it has in the past 
two years) there comes the inherent  
risk of quality problems. Slegg realized 
that it needed more capacity without 
losing quality. 

Slegg took the first step toward 
achieving that goal for its custom door 
shop last summer when it implemented 
the first phase in a plan to completely 
reinvent its approach to custom door 
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Slegg’s primary manufacturer, Milgard, can provide custom 
windows for any project in a number of styles and grades.

A worker feeds material into a new  
state-of-the-art jamb CNC machine. 
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production. The plan involves moving 
from manual door prep to a mechanized 
approach using specialized woodwork-
ing machines. The first of three new 
machines was installed in the shop last 
July. The second phase of the plan, 
which will involve the installation of  
two more processing machines, will  
get underway in early 2018.

As the latest and greatest in 
manufacturing technology, these 
machines can be programmed to prepare 
both the door slab and door jamb, 
sinking pockets for insets, pre-drilling 
holes for door lights to tolerances of a 
thousandth of an inch consistency. 

Door quality has improved markedly 
since the introduction of the first of 
the three machines. Slegg is confident 
that custom door customers, especially 
contractors, will see a real difference in 
lead time reductions once the second 
phase is fully implemented in 2018.

It all comes down to time. Every 
custom door is different, but it will 
eventually go from 40 minutes to cut 

a door with multi-point hardware and 
complex door lights to around five 
minutes; meanwhile, jamb prep will be 
cut in half, down to around three minutes.  

Along with the new processing 
machines, the custom door shop is also 
implementing an entirely new digital 
order processing system. Whereas the 
old system required workers to read 
written door specs off of a work order, 
the new system works entirely off 
barcodes. The custom door specs are 
input to a computer at the start of the 
process, producing a worksheet with 
barcoded stickers corresponding to 
each phase of the production process. 
As the door slab moves from cutting 
station, to drilling station to routing 
station, a worker feeds the appropriate 
barcode into the appropriate machine, 
which then processes the information 
and cuts or drills the material to the 
exact specs. At the end you get a fully 
prepped matching door slab and jamb 
ready for paint or stain and hardware.

Furthermore, as long as the door 
specs are input correctly at the start, 
the system will virtually eliminate 
the chance for human error during 
processing, either when reading the 
specs or working the material. 

Slegg’s new mechanized custom 
Door Shop will be especially useful for 
builders requiring multiple doors with 
the same specs. Once the original specs 
are plugged into the system, the shop 

will be able to turn out any number of 
identical custom doors in short order.

When Slegg’s door shop transforma-
tion is fully implemented, it will be by 
far the most advanced facility of its kind 
on Vancouver Island. Given the sophis-
tication of the technology involved, 
Slegg’s custom door facility will be 
among the best in North America. 

The new machinery, which was 
supplied by a Quebec-based company, 
was programmed and installed 
specifically to fit Slegg’s needs, which 
required unique modifications and 
added functions to give Slegg staff  
more latitude in what they can do  
for the customer. 

Naturally, this kind of improvement 
comes at a cost, and Slegg’s investment 
in the new custom Door Shop technol-
ogy is significant, but the company felt 
the investment was necessary in order 
to maintain the level of service long-
time custom door customers have  
come to expect.

Ultimately, Slegg expects to increase 
the Door Shop’s production by 200 
per cent by cutting down on lead times 
and maintaining quality. It will even 
give the Door Shop the ability to rush 
orders, which at the moment can be 
challenging 

With that goal in sight, Slegg’s Door 
Shop is poised to offer the best quality 
and best lead time for custom doors  
on the Island.  

DOORS & WINDOWS

A worker routers hinges in a 
door at the Slegg Door Shop 



Since 1982, The Local Name for Quality Door Products

604-533-4111

Solid Stile & Rail
Interior Doors

Fully Composite
Fiberglass Entry Doors

 Doorlites &
 Frames

www.trimlite.com

Handcrafted Construction Meets Modern Design
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For over a century, CGC has been the leader 
in providing building solutions for customers 

across Canada. CGC has helped builders 
and designers achieve outstanding beauty 

and innovation by supplying wall and ceiling 
products with the highest quality for their 

projects. Today, our customers demand the 
best quality building materials – it is our goal 

to exceed those expectations.

WE PUSH THE LIMITS OF BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY TO BRING YOU 

EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS FOR
ALL YOUR BUILDING NEEDS.

Find out more by visitingFind out more by visiting cgcinc.comcgcinc.com

© 2017 CGC A USG COMPANY and/or its a�  liates. All rights reserved. The trademarks CGC, DONN, LITE FINISH,
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WHAT LIES  
AT THE CORE
Contractors need to know the raw products  
are a focus, so at Slegg, we’re on top of them

To the naked eye, core building 
materials such as gypsum, 
steel studs and insulation are 
hidden, but to a contractor, 
it’s the bread and butter of 
many construction projects. 
Any building, any project, has layers. 
On the surface lies the aesthetic stuff, 
such as windows and doors, siding and 
cladding, interior finishes and paint.

But behind all that is the often-never-
seen, yet critical part of any structure: 
its core. 

Slegg worked hard in the last few years 
to make sure it has the highest quality 
core building materials, notably gypsum, 
steel studs and insulation available at all 
times for Island contractors. 

Along with lumber, Slegg has always 
considered gypsum to be a key part 
of its total build commitment to the 
Vancouver Island construction industry, 
and has forged strong relationships 
with North America’s premiere 
manufacturers of gypsum and gypsum 
related products. Thanks to an alliance 
between Slegg’s parent company (WSB 
Titan) and CGC (the Canadian subsidiary 
of United States Gypsum) the largest 
gypsum products manufacturer in 
North America, contractors at Slegg can 
benefit from CGC’s full range of drywall, 
finishing products and ceiling systems 
for professional applications. 

When it comes to insulation, Slegg’s 
insulation business is supported with 

product from Owens Corning, known 
as North America’s leading producer of 
batt, blowing wool and rigid insulation. 
Slegg now carries Owens Corning’s 
line of mineral wool insulation for both 
residential and commercial applications, 
along with Roxul’s rockwool insulation. 
The company’s insulation offerings are 
rounded out with a full range of Icynene 
brand spray insulation.

In addition to carrying the very best 
gypsum and insulation on the market, 
Slegg offers the top brands for a 
range of core construction products 
contractors know and use regularly. 

Steelform is also Titan’s national 
supplier of steel studs and related 

Continued on page 79



Continuous 
Insulation Solutions

that meet 
BC Building Codes

BuildWithHalo.com

[ Breathable (will not trap moisture)
[ Weather Barrier (meets BC Code as a weather barrier)
[ Highest long-term R-value (R-5 per inch*)
[ Eliminates the need for an additional weather barrier
[ 40% increase in effective R-value for less than $1.00/sq.ft. of wall
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EFFECTIVE R-24 HALO® WALL ASSEMBLY
8 1/2” Wall Thickness
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Steelform is Slegg’s national 
supplier of steel studs and related 
products, backed up by Bailey 
Metal Products.

products, backed up by Bailey Metal 
Products, with suppliers covering 
everything from fasteners to fire and 
soundproofing. 

Of course, carrying the top core 
building materials doesn’t matter if 
those products aren’t in stock when 
contractors are looking for them. As 
the largest building materials supplier 
on Vancouver Island, Slegg carries 
the largest standing inventory of core 
building products, both in breadth of 
product line and depth of SKUs. It makes 
it more convenient for contractors, 
as all major Slegg locations carry full 
inventories of all product lines, and 
smaller locations are supplied with  
non-stock product through an efficient 
inter-batch transfer system. 

The key to that inventory transfer 
system is Slegg’s industry-leading 
delivery fleet and product handling 
capability. Slegg maintains the Island’s 
largest fleet of delivery equipment, 
and that fleet is staffed with operators 
trained in the safe and efficient 
operation of their vehicles and forklifts, 
both in the yard and on the jobsite.

Yard and delivery staff are also 
specifically trained in the proper 
handling and placement of gypsum  
and related products.

Along with highly trained delivery 
staff, Slegg has inside and outside sales 

representatives trained in the products 
they sell so they can use that product 
knowledge to help customers pick the 
materials appropriate to the job at 
hand. When needed, Slegg sales reps 
are capable of providing installation 
advice and troubleshoot product and 
installation issues.

Slegg’s sales staff will go even further 
than that. They keep contractors up to 

date of new products in the market, 
providing competitive pricing and 
quotes and ensuring products are 
available when they are needed.   



1-800-363-4458 • www.hilti.ca

INNOVATION  
AT ITS BEST
Now available — and more 

GAS SAW DSH 700-X
• Easy starting — unique automatic choke 

system
• Easy maintenance — starter rope and 

filter replacement
• Cyclone filter — for maximum filter 

lifetime and consistently high power
• Maximum cutting speed thanks to 

customized blades

INSERTS
• Hammer drill bit with solid carbide head
• Multiple cutting edges and flute helix
• For drilling in reinforced and 

unreinforced concrete 

  
ANCHORING —  
MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL
• Plated and hot-dip galvanized 

mechanical anchors for various 
applications

• Performance epoxy mortar for rebar 
connections and heavy anchoring

  
DIRECT FASTENING
• High performance single nail for use on 

concrete or steel
• Fully-knurled point for higher application 

limits on steel and suitability for use on 
hard concrete

Hilti_Slegg Ad.indd   1 8/18/17   1:56 PM
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VANCOUVER ISLAND’S BEST STOCKED AND MOST COMPLETE DEWALT DISTRIBUTOR
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Customer feedback drives 
the Slegg tool assortment

Regardless of how much know-how and experience a 
contractor may have, they can still go farther when they have the 
right tools. The right tools are dependable, delivering consistent 
performance time after time. They are durable and able to stand 
up to the daily rigours of professional use on jobsites. The wrong 
tools do none of those things well for long, and professional 
contractors have no patience for tools that let them down and 
cost them time and money.

THE RIGHT 
TOOLS  
FOR THE JOB

POWER TOOLS



Happily, today’s contractor is living 
in a golden age of tool innovation. 
Cordless technology, for example, 
has advanced by leaps and bounds in 
recent years, giving contractors more 
freedom of movement and improved 
jobsite safety. Meanwhile, innovative 
new materials have made both power 
and hand tools lighter, stronger and 

84   ISLANDBUILDER  |  SPRING 2018 WWW.SLEGG.COM   

“”Innovation is on a 
rapid climb these 
days as better, more 
efficient tools enter 
the market.
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easier to use. That saves time and 
money, not to mention wear and tear on 
the contractor’s physical health.

The most striking recent 
advancement in the power tool 
segment has been in the area of 
cordless technology. In past years, 
cordless power tools were criticized for 
their heavy battery packs and short run 
times, ironically negating the benefits of 
better mobility and safety. Dips in 
power toward the end of the battery 
cycle also made for inconsistent 
performance. But those days are gone, 

and fortunately 
battery packs 
have improved so 
much recently that 
Slegg is seeing a real 
shift toward cordless 
among its contractor 
customers, as run time and 
power supply are no longer issues. 

Exchanging information with Slegg’s 
contractor customers is two-fold. 
Contractors depend on tool suppliers to 
make them aware of new tool options 
as they become available, and suppliers 

depend on contractors to communicate 
what kinds of tools work best for them.

In many ways, the feedback and 
involvement from contractors is what 
helps Slegg add or drop certain tools 

POWER TOOLS

Makita claims their 18V lithium-ion batteries have 
the fastest charge times in their categories so they 
spend more time working and less time sitting on 
the charger.

Continued on page 89
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Bosch Drilling Accessories 
Are Now Available at 
Slegg Building Materials 



YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR MILWAUKEE TOOLS

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN  
TRADE FOCUSED  
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milwaukeetool.ca

CUSTOMIZE. TRACK. MANAGE.TRACKS ANYTHING. SURVIVES EVERYTHING.

TICK™ TOOL AND 
EQUIPMENT TRACKER
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POWER TOOLS

from its assortment, making the process 
critical to how Slegg serves its customers 
going forward. The end result is a 
tailored, personal and satisfying tool that 
lasts a long time and does the job well.

Vendors also benefit from the 
customer feedback loop, as Slegg 
often passes comments, suggestions 
and criticisms about various tools and 
accessories directly to the product 
manufacturer. In turn, that information 
is integrated back into the product 
development process where it inspires 
more innovation.

Slegg gathers customer feedback in 
several ways. One tried-and-true method 
is by having Slegg representatives visit 
customers on the jobsite for “lunch 
and learn” sessions. That way they can 
actually demonstrate new products and 
get feedback in real time. 

Other methods of collecting 
feedback is via online surveys and 
through simple, in-store conversations 
with customers. As a direct result of 

contractor feedback, Slegg recently 
rationalized its power tool assortment, 
bringing it down to four core brands—
DeWalt, Milwaukee, Makita and Bosch. 
We even re-merchandised our hand 
tools and accessories to make sure 
in-store inventory matches up well with 
customer demand.

Really, it’s a win-win. Contractors get 
what they need, and Slegg stocks what 
is loved and appreciated on the jobsite. 

One power tool that sees common 
usage among contractors is the cord-
less circular saw, as more have come to 
appreciate its improved power, weight 
and balance. Thanks to this convenience, 
more contractors are opting to cut the 
cord for good. 

Recent contractor favourites have 
been (cordless) circular saws and 
products such as the new DeWalt 
Flexvolt 7-1/4-inch and the Milwaukee 
7-1/4-inch. Same goes for the new 
cordless drills and impact drivers which 
see plenty of action on modern job sites. 

Another example is the new Diablo line 
of saw blades and hole saws, which were 

The M18 FUEL™ Hammer Drill features 
a POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor that 
delivers 1,200 in-lbs of peak torque 
and up to 2,000 RPM, providing faster 
drilling speed under heavy load to 
increase productivity.

DEWALT has continued its expansion of their 
FLEXVOLT® System to the high-performance 
60V MAX 7-1/4" framing saw. Featuring a 
durable, high-grade magnesium shoe and an 
efficient brushless motor, the saw achieves 
smooth, accurate cuts and long runtime.

Continued on page 91



Tackle Framing, Flooring and Finishing jobs both large and small with the features of a pneumatic tool and the 
convenience of cordless. Our compact and lightweight cordless nailers & staplers offer features like tool-free depth 
adjustment and micro nose for precision nail placement. Brushless motor technology and advanced Lithium-Ion battery 
packs give you maximum runtime. Cordless Confidence - Guaranteed Tough.

Copyright ©2017 DEWALT. The following are examples of trademarks for one or more DEWALT power tools and accessories: The yellow and black color scheme; the “D”-shaped air intake grill; the array of pyramids on the handgrip; 
the kit box configuration; and the array of lozenge-shaped humps on the surface of the tool.   **With respect to the DEWALT 20V MAX*: Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 20 volts. Nominal voltage is 18.  

CORDLESS 
NAILERS & STAPLERS

BRAD NAIL
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ANGLED NAIL

16
GAUGE

ANGLED NAIL

15
GAUGE

NARROW CROWN
STAPLE

18
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NARROW CROWN
STAPLE

18
GAUGE

Learn More at 

FULL HEAD
NAIL

30°

METAL CONNECTOR
NAIL

MC
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POWER TOOLS

launched earlier this year. Diablo blades 
made a big splash on social media as 
well, with lots of positive feedback 
pouring in from end users on the job site. 

Knowing what tools and accessories 
contractors want to use has a direct 
impact on things like inventory levels, 
buying decisions and ultimately, price.

Slegg received strong positive feed-
back from contractor customers for 
a range of new products, including 
Milwaukee hole saws, Stiletto hammers  
and the Norton line of sand paper, sand-
ing sponges and sanding accessories. 
Slegg has equally seen a big increase 
in demand for new LED jobsite lighting 
products that can be programmed  
and controlled by either a cellphone  
or Bluetooth.

Regardless of what customers look 
for, Slegg continues to be a one stop 
shop for everything needed on the job 
site, now and beyond.   

Diablo’s premium brand of cutting tools and 
abrasives are specifically designed for the contractor 
and remodeler to provide superior performance 
while withstanding the most extreme conditions.

Bosch claims their line of 
Daredevil™ spade bits can save 
users up to 30 minutes a day versus 
standard spade bits. The Daredevil™ 
auger bits offer superior toughness 
in wood with nails. A double cutter 
and reamer edge design provides 
clean entry-and exit-hole quality.



Open up to the possibilities.
The garage is more than a way in or out.  It is a reflection of the homeowner’s individuality.

SleggAd2.indd   1 8/28/2017   5:30:08 PM
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• Fastest installation

• Roll straight onto the wall

• Better drainage & ventilation

• Avoid problem leaks

• No more furring strips

Easy-Fur
TM

Drier, 
healthier 
walls with 

Brand Yourself!
HouseWrap

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE!

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE!

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE!

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE!

• Strongest housewrap on the market!
• 40 roll minimum for custom logo orders
• Full colour, 30” x 48” logos
• Also available on commercial wrap
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Residential
Commercial
Agricultural
Industrial

Westform Metals has been
servicing Western Canada
 for over 40 years with 
pre-painted and coated 
metal cladding and sheet 
steel products.

We manufacture a wide 
variety of metal cladding     
and roofing products, from 
basic colours to custom   
replicated woodgrain 
patterns.
   www.westform.com
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Beautiful Skies,
Beautiful Spaces

www.columbiaskylights.com

• 58 standard size fixed skylights
• 22 standard size venting skylights
• Industry’s best custom size skylight program, fixed &  
 venting

From simple to elaborate, in all shapes, sizes and colours, we manufacture a selection of 
skylights to fit your lifestyle, decor and budget. Enhance any living space with a skylight from 
Columbia. The natural light specialist.
Proudly manufacturing skylights in British Columbia for over 60 years, and 
SLEGG Building Materials’ #1 skylight vendor for over 25 of them.
If you need a natural light solution to fit a specific application, speak with your SLEGG sales 
associate. They’ll introduce you to the many options available from Columbia Skylights. 

Any Size,
Any Model

Venting
Skylights

• 3 tiers of electric operating skylights to choose from:
◊ VE STANDARD - Wall switch operation (cost  
 effective upgrade from manual operating skylight)
◊ VE DELUXE - Remote operation with rain sensor  
 (inexpensive upgrade from wall switch to remote  
 operation)
◊ VE ELITE - Feature packed remote operating system  
 with rain sensor and built in thermostat

• Manually operated venting skylight with hand crank  
 included or optional extension pole if required.  

Largest Selection of Energy Star® certified 
skylights & glass options in the industry.

LoE3-366 Clear or 
Clear Laminated Industry benchmark glass

LoE3-366 Bronze 
or Grey Glare reducing glass

LoE3-366 Neat Low maintenance glass

LoE3-366 Solar
Reflective Bronze/Grey Mirror finish glass

LoE3-366 i89 Close to triple pane performance

LoE3-366 Triple
Glazed

High energy efficiency. Rated for all 3 Energy 
Star® zones in Canada

LoE3-366 Triple
Glazed Laminated

Snow load glass. Meets Vancouver building 
code.

Most colour choices on all models:
More Standard Colours Custom Colours

Aluminum exterior frame with baked enamel 
Brown or Black finish is standard. Grey, 
Sandalwood, White, Mill Finish and Anodized 
are also available 

Want your skylight colour to 
match your window trim or 
roofing? Just ask - bring in 
your colour sample and we will 
match it.

Slegg_Hardlines-Full Page Ad.indd   1 8/21/2017   3:03:10 PM
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A Complete Line of  
Commercial Security Hardware.

Available through
96 



icynene.ca

The National Energy Code, together with provincial codes and utility programs, is encouraging 
Canadian builders to produce more efficient homes. Icynene’s advanced insulation performance 
allows new homes to meet the requirements, and deliver savings through cost offsets.  
Visit icynene.ca for full details.

Think spray foam insulation 
is more expensive?  
It’s worth another look.

The Evolution of Insulation

Home Builder Magazine Canada - Sept-Oct 2016 - Icynene.indd   1 8/18/2016   11:45:22 AM
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Just like the digital evolution, VELUX continues to deliver cutting-edge 
technologies to bring you the most advanced and up-to-date skylight 
on the market. The VELUX No Leak Skylight system features 3 layers 
of water protection, for a leak proof design.

The Deck Mount Skylight 
has a pre-attached deck seal 
between the frame and roof 
deck, a low profile for enhanced 
aesthetics and a quick 
installation saving you time 
on the roof. Recommended 
for new cuts, replacement 
projects, combination systems 
and new constructions. 

The VELUX Curb Mount skylight 
is unlike any other curb mount 
on the market and also features 
3 layers of water protection, 
making it the best  
and most reliable  
curb mount.

Curb Mount technologyDeck Mount technology

Sun Tunnel™ technology

Pre-attached deck seal provides seal between the frame 
and roof deck for a leak-proof installation.

Adhesive underlayment for secondary water protection 
against the harshest Canadian weather.

Engineered flashing for easy installation and primary 
water protection.

Adhesive underlayment for secondary water protection 
and to water proof the curb.

Engineered flashing for easy installation and primary 
water protection.

Curb gasket on the inner frame of the skylights that 
provides an airtight seal to the curb.  No caulking required!

velux.ca

1

2

3

Want to maximize your business and generate more profit from skylights? Become a 
member of our VELUX Installers Program at vipmembers.ca to take advantage of our 
rebates, contests, marketing support and so much more.

Before After one unit After two units

1.  Sunlight is captured  
on the roof.

2.  Light travels through 
highly reflective tunnel.

3.  Light is distributed  
in room.

The No Leak Skylight System
Why settle for anything less than the best!

Slegg Supplier Catalogue - Final.indd   1 9/13/2017   10:18:49 AM
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STEVE CONROY

For more than seven decades 
now Slegg Building Materials 
has been committed to serving 
Vancouver Island contractors. 
We understand that contractors have 
different needs, both in terms of the 
products and materials they use and in 
the level of service they require. At Slegg, 
we think of ourselves as a key partner for 
our contractor customers, and we hope 
they value that partnership as much as 
we do. That’s the message we hoped to 
send with this publication.

We also wanted to give our contractor 
customers a clear picture of what we  
do and how we do it. 

It all starts with product selection  
and inventory.

As the largest building materials 
supplier on the Island, Slegg has the 
ability to carry more product SKUs 
in greater depth than any of our 
competitors. Meanwhile, our 12 locations 
across the Island means there’s always 
a Slegg Building Materials near your 
jobsite. Whenever a contractor comes 
into one of our stores, we pride ourselves 
on having the right products in stock; 
that’s a commitment you can count on.

Of course, having the right products in 
stock is only half the story. We wanted 
to show you how the largest delivery 
fleet and the best materials handling 
equipment gives Slegg the ability to 
get your materials where they need to 
go when you need them. We know that 
time is money for contractors; that’s 
why Slegg is committed to investing in 

the equipment and training required to 
keep our delivery service the best on 
Vancouver Island.

Slegg is also committed to meeting 
contractor needs through the entire 
build, from rough-in to finishing touches. 
Long-time Slegg customers have 
always counted on us for core building 
materials like lumber, gypsum, insulation, 
essential plumbing and electrical 
supplies, and they know we carry a 
range of finish products like paint, siding 
and interior trim for the back end of the 
job. What they might not know is how 
market intelligence, volume buying and 
key vendor relationships help us stay 
price competitive on everything we sell. 

Most importantly, we wanted our 
contractor customers to know that we 
appreciate their business. No company 
stays around for as long as Slegg without 
the ongoing support of regular customers. 

For Slegg, that means contractors, and 
that’s why we intend to stay focused 
on meeting the needs of the Vancouver 
Island contractor community for years  
to come.

Thanks again,

FINISHING
TOUCHES

Steve Conroy
DIRECTOR OF MERCHANDISING
Slegg Building Materials

 250.478.5509
 S.Conroy@slegg.com

“”We think of 
ourselves as a 
key partner for 
our contractor 
customers, and we 
hope they value 
that partnership  
as much as we do.
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Custom Quality Products

25,000 sq ft Production 

Modern CNC Equipment

Residential/Commercial

Custom Capabilities

2901A Sooke Rd, Victoria, BC V9C 3W7  (250) 386-3667

VANCOUVER ISLAND’S PREMIER DOOR SHOP

Vast Selection

Knowledgeable Staff

Modern Showroom

Int/Ext Pre Hung

NAFS Certified

TIMBERS FENCE PANELS & GATES
4', 5', 6' heights. 8' lengths. 

100% Western Red Cedar. 
Vancouver Island made. 
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Title Sponsors: 

Join us for an exciting opportunity to meet one on one with leading industry vendors, try out 
new product innovations, hot buys and show-only sales. 

• Lunch & Beer provided!

• Shuttle bus available from the Langford store!

     REGISTER ONLINE!
www.sleggproshow.com

• Bigger venue, more parking!

*Trade Only Event 
(not open to the public)

*Pre-registration required

• Welcome gift for attendees!




